1. Manage My Disclosures
   - Update My Certifications: If this button is visible (1a above), there are no open certifications that need to be completed or submitted for review. A brand-new update will be initiated.
   - Edit My Certification: If this button is visible (1b above), there is a previously initiated certification that needs to be completed and submitted for review.

2. Project Listing
   - My COI Submissions: List of Annual Certification and Disclosure Updates
     - See also: eCOI+ Update/Edit Certifications Quick Guide
     - See also: eCOI+ Disclosure Workspace Quick Guide
   - Startup Company: List of disclosures related to a startup company
     - See also: eCOI+ Startup Company Certification Quick Guide
Related Quick Guides

- eCOI+ Terminology Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Disclosure Workspace Quick Guide
- eCOI+ My Inbox Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Submissions Workspace Quick Guide
- eCOI+ My Profile Workspace Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Workflow and States Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Update/Edit/Create Certification Record Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Startup Company Certification Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Research Certification Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Attendance at Events Quick Guide

Department Reviewer

- eCOI+ Department Reviewer Quick Guide
- eCOI+ My Inbox (Department Reviewer) Quick Guide
- eCOI+ Disclosure Workspace (Department Reviewer) Quick Guide